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Abstract. We establish existence, approximate controllability and optimal control of a class of
impulsive non-local non-linear fractional dynamical systems in Banach spaces. We use frac-
tional calculus, sectorial operators and Krasnoselskii fixed point theorems for the main results.
Approximate controllability results are discussed with respect to the inhomogeneous non-linear
part. Moreover, we prove existence results of optimal triplets of corresponding fractional control
systems with Bolza cost functionals.
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1. INTRODUCTION
We are concerned with an impulsive non-local non-linear fractional control dy-
namical system of form
CD
q
t x.t/D Ax.t/Cf .t;x.t/; .Hx/.t//CBu.t/; t 2 .0;bn ft1; t2; : : : ; tmg;
x.0/Cg.x/D x0 2X; 4x.ti /D Ii .x.t i //CDv.t i /; i D 1;2; : : : ;m;
(1.1)
where CDqt is the Caputo fractional derivative of order 0 < q < 1, the state x./ takes
its values in a Banach space X with norm k  k, and x0 2X . Let A WD.A/X !X
be a sectorial operator of type .M;;q;/ on X , H W I  I X ! X represents a
Volterra-type operator such that .Hx/.t/ D R t0 h.t; s;x.s//ds, the control functions
u./ and v./ are given inL2.I;U /, U is a Banach space, B andD are bounded linear
operators fromU intoX . Here, one has I D Œ0;b, 0D t0< t1<   < tm< tmC1D b,
Ii W X ! X are impulsive functions that characterize the jump of the solutions at
impulse points ti , the non-linear term f W I X X ! X , the non-local function
g W PC.I;X/! X , with PC defined later, 4x.ti /D x.tCi / x.t i /, where x.tCi /
and x.t i / are the right and left limits of x at the point ti , respectively.
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Derivatives and integrals of arbitrary order, the main objects of Fractional Calcu-
lus (FC), have kept the interest of many scientists in recent years, since they provide
an excellent tool to describe hereditary properties of various materials and processes.
During the past decades, FC and its applications have gained a lot of importance, due
to successful results in modelling several complex phenomena in numerous seem-
ingly diverse and widespread fields of science and engineering, such as heat con-
duction, diffusion, propagation of waves, radiative transfer, kinetic theory of gases,
diffraction problems and water waves, radiation, continuum mechanics, geophysics,
electricity and magnetism, as well as in mathematical economics, communication
theory, population genetics, queuing theory and medicine. For details on the theory
and applications of FC see [9]. For recent developments in non-local and impulsive
fractional differential problems see [1, 2, 8, 10] and references therein.
The problem of controllability is one of the most important qualitative aspects of
dynamical systems in control theory. It consists to show the existence of a control
function that steers the solution of the system from its initial state to a final state,
where the initial and final states may vary over the entire space. This concept plays
a major role in finite-dimensional control theory, so that it is natural to try to gen-
eralize it to infinite dimensions [14]. Moreover, exact controllability for semi-linear
fractional order systems, when the non-linear term is independent of the control func-
tion, is proved by assuming that the controllability operator has an induced inverse
on a quotient space. However, if the semi-group associated with the system is com-
pact, then the controllability operator is also compact and hence the induced inverse
does not exist because the state space is infinite dimensional [17]. Thus, the concept
of exact controllability is too strong and has limited applicability, while approximate
controllability is a weaker concept completely adequate in applications.
On the other hand, control systems are often based on the principle of feedback,
where the signal to be controlled is compared to a desired reference, and the discrep-
ancy is used to compute a corrective control action. Fractional optimal control of
a distributed system is an optimal control problem for which the system dynamics
is defined with fractional differential equations. Recently, attention has been paid
to prove existence, approximate controllability and/or optimal control for different
classes of fractional differential equations [4–7].
In [11], optimal control of non-instantaneous impulsive differential equations is
studied. Qin et al. investigate approximate controllability and optimal control of
fractional dynamical systems of order 1 < q < 2 in Banach spaces [13]. Debbouche
and Antonov established approximate controllability of semi-linear Hilfer fractional
differential inclusions with impulsive control inclusion conditions in Banach spaces
[3]. Motivated by the above works, here we construct an impulsive non-local non-
linear fractional control dynamical system and prove new sufficient conditions to treat
the questions of approximate controllability and optimal control.
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The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we recall some facts from frac-
tional calculus, q-resolvent families, and useful versions of fixed point techniques
that are used for obtaining our main results. In Section 3, we form appropriate suf-
ficient conditions and prove existence results for the fractional control system (1.1).
In Section 4, we investigate the question of approximate controllability. We end with
Section 5, where we obtain optimal controls corresponding to fractional control sys-
tems with a Bolza cost functional.
2. PRELIMINARIES
Here we present some preliminaries from fractional calculus [9], operator theory
[12] and fixed point techniques [1], which are used throughout the work to obtain the
desired results.
Definition 1. The left-sided Riemann–Liouville fractional integral of order ˛ > 0,
with lower limit a, for a function f W Œa;C1/! R, is defined as
I˛
aCf .t/D
1
  .˛/
Z t
a
.t   s/˛ 1f .s/ds;
provided the right side is point-wise defined on Œa;C1/, where   ./ is the Euler
gamma function. If aD 0, then we can write I˛
0Cf .t/D .g˛ f /.t/, where
g˛.t/ WD
 1
  .˛/
t˛ 1; t > 0;
0; t  0;
and  denotes convolution of functions. Moreover, lim
˛!0g˛.t/D ı.t/, with ı the delta
Dirac function.
Definition 2. The left-sided Riemann–Liouville fractional derivative of order ˛ >
0, n 1 ˛ < n, n 2N, for a function f W Œa;C1/! R, is defined by
LD˛
aCf .t/D
1
  .n ˛/
dn
dtn
Z t
a
f .s/
.t   s/˛C1 nds; t > a;
where function f has absolutely continuous derivatives up to order n 1.
Definition 3. The left-sided Caputo fractional derivative of order ˛ > 0, n  1 <
˛ < n, n 2N, for a function f W Œa;C1/! R, is defined by
CD˛
aCf .t/D
1
  .n ˛/
Z t
a
f .n/.s/
.t   s/˛C1 nds D I
n ˛
aC f
.n/.t/; t > a;
where function f has absolutely continuous derivatives up to order n 1.
Throughout the paper, by PC.I;X/ we denote the space of X -valued bounded
functions on I with the uniform norm kxkPC D supfkx.t/k; t 2 I g such that x.tCi /
exists for any i D 0; : : : ;m and x.t/ is continuous on .ti ; tiC1, i D 0; : : : ;m, t0 D 0
and tmC1 D b.
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Definition 4 (See [16]). Let A WD X !X be a closed and linear operator. We
say thatA is sectorial of type .M;;q;/, if there exists2R, 0<  < 
2
andM >0
such that the q-resolvent of A exists outside the sector
CS D fCq W  2C; jArg. q/j< g
and
k.qI  A/ 1k  Mjq  j ;
q … CS :
Remark 1. If A is a sectorial operator of type .M;;q;/, then it is not difficult to
see that A is the infinitesimal generator of a q-resolvent family Tq.t/t0 in a Banach
space, where Tq.t/D 12i
R
c e
tR.q;A/d.
Definition 5 (Motivated by [3, 16]). A state function x 2 PC.I;X/ is called a
mild solution of (1.1) if it satisfies the following integral equations:
x.t/D Sq.t/.x0 g.x//C
Z t
0
Tq.t   s/.f .s;x.s/; .Hx/.s//CBu.s//ds
if t 2 Œ0; t1, and
x.t/D Sq.t   ti /Œx.t i /CIi .x.t i //CDv.t i /
C
Z t
ti
Tq.t   s/Œf .s;x.s/; .Hx/.s//CBu.s/ds
if t 2 .ti ; tiC1, i D 1; : : : ;m, where
Sq.t/D 1
2i
Z
c
etq 1R.q;A/d and Tq.t/D 1
2i
Z
c
etR.q;A/d
with c being a suitable path such that q … CS for  2 c.
Let xtk .x.0/;4x.tk 1/Iu;v/, k D 1; : : : ;mC1, be the state value of (1.1) at time
tk , corresponding to the non-local initial value x.0/, the impulsive values4x.tk 1/D
x.tC
k 1/ x.t k 1/ and the controls u and v. For every x.0/ and 4x.tk 1/ 2 X , we
introduce the set
R.tk;x.0/;4x.tk 1//D
˚
xtk .x.0/;4x.tk 1/Iu;v/ W u./;v./ 2 L2.I;U /
	
;
which is called the reachable set of system (1.1) at time tk (if k DmC1, then tk is
the terminal time). Its closure in X is denoted by R.tk;x.0/;4x.tk 1//.
Definition 6. The impulsive control system (1.1) is said to be approximately con-
trollable on I if R.tk;x.0/;4x.tk 1// D X , that is, given an arbitrary  > 0, it is
possible to steer from the points x.0/ and 4x.tk 1/ at time tk all points in the state
space X within a distance .
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Consider the linear impulsive fractional control system8<:
CD
q
t x.t/D Ax.t/CBu.t/;
x.0/D x0 2X;
4x.ti /DDv.t i /; i D 1; : : : ;m:
(2.1)
Approximate controllability for the linear impulsive control fractional system (2.1) is
a natural generalization of the notion of approximate controllability of a linear first-
order control system (q D 1 and ti D D D 0, i D 1;2; : : : ;m, i.e., t 2 Œtm; tmC1 D
Œ0;b). The controllability operators associated with (2.1) are
	
tk
tk 1;1 D
Z tk
tk 1
Tq.tk   s/BBT q .tk   s/ds; k D 1; : : : ;mC1;
	
tk
tk 1;2 D Sq.tk   tk 1/DDSq .tk   tk 1/; k D 2; : : : ;mC1;
(2.2)
where T q ./, Sq ./, B and D denote the adjoints of Tq./, Sq./, B and D, re-
spectively. Moreover, for  > 0, we consider the relevant operator
R.;	
tk
tk 1;i /D

I C	 tktk 1;i
 1
; i D 1;2: (2.3)
It is easy to verify that 	 tktk 1;1 and 	
tk
tk 1;2 are linear bounded operators.
Lemma 1 (See [3]). The linear impulsive control fractional system (2.1) is ap-
proximately controllable on I if and only if R.;	 tktk 1;i /! 0 as ! 0C, i D 1;2,
in the strong operator topology.
Lemma 2 (Krasnoselskii theorem [15]). Let X be a Banach space and E be a
bounded, closed, and convex subset of X . Let Q1;Q2 be maps of E into X such that
Q1xCQ2y 2 E for every x;y 2 E. If Q1 is a contraction and Q2 is compact and
continuous, then equation Q1xCQ2x D x has a solution on E.
3. EXISTENCE OF A MILD SOLUTION
We prove existence for system (1.1). Define Ki D supt2I
R ti
ti 1m.t;s/ds <1,
i D 1; : : : ;mC 1. For any r > 0, let ˝r WD fx 2 PC.I;X/jkxk  rg. We make the
following assumptions:
(H1) The operators Sq.t/t0 and Tq.t/t0, generated byA, are bounded and com-
pact, such that supt2I kSq.t/k M and supt2I kTq.t/k M .
(H2) The non-linearity f W I X X ! X is continuous and compact; there ex-
ist functions i 2 L1.I;RC/, i D 1;2;3, and positive constants ˛1 and ˛2
such that kf .t;x;y/k  1.t/C2.t/kxkC3.t/kyk and kf .t;x;Hx/ 
f .t;y;Hy/k D ˛1kx ykC˛2kHx Hyk.
(H3) Function g WPC.I;X/!X is completely continuous and there exists a pos-
itive constant ˇ such that kg.x/ g.y/k  ˇkx yk, x;y 2X .
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(H4) Associated with h WX!X , there existsm.t;s/ 2 PC.;RC/ such that
kh.t; s;x.s//k  m.t;s/kxk for each .t; s/ 2  and x;y 2 X , where  D
f.t; s/ 2 R2jti  s, t  tiC1, i D 0; : : : ;mg.
(H5) For every x1;x2;x 2X and t 2 .ti ; tiC1, i D 1; : : : ;m, Ii are continuous and
compact and there exist positive constants di , ei such that
kIi .x1.t i // Ii .x2.t i //k  di sup
t2.ti ;tiC1
kx1.t/ x2.t/k
and kIi .x.t i //k  ei sup
t2.ti ;tiC1
kx.t/k.
Theorem 1. Let x0 2 X . If conditions (H1)–(H5) hold, then the impulsive non-
local fractional control system (1.1) has a fixed point on I provided Mˇ < 1 and
M.1C di / < 1, i D 1; : : : ;m, that is, (1.1) has at least one mild solution on t 2
Œ0;bn ft1; : : : ; tmg.
Proof. Define the operators Q1 and Q2 on ˝r as follows:
.Q1x/.t/D

Sq.t/.x0 g.x//; t 2 Œ0; t1
Sq.t   ti /Œx.t i /CIi .x.t i //CDv.t i /; t 2 .ti ; tiC1;
.Q2x/.t/D
( R t
0 Tq.t   s//.f .s;x.s/; .Hx/.s//CBu.s//ds; t 2 Œ0; t1;R t
ti
Tq.t   s//.f .s;x.s/; .Hx/.s//CBu.s//ds; t 2 .ti ; tiC1;
i D 1; : : : ;m. We take the controls
uD BT q .tk   t /R.;	 tktk 1;1/P k1 .x.//;
v DDSq .tk   tk 1/R.;	 tktk 1;2/P k2 .x.//;
(3.1)
where
P k1 .x.//D
8ˆˆˆˆ
<ˆˆ
ˆˆˆˆ:
x1 Sq.t1/.x0 g.x//
 R t10 Tq.t1  s/f .s;x.s/; .Hx/.s//ds; k D 1;
xk  Sq.tk   tk 1/Œx.t k 1/CIk 1.x.t k 1//
 R tktk 1 Tq.tk   s/f .s;x.s/; .Hx/.s//ds; k D 2; : : : ;mC1;
P k2 .x.//D
(
xk  Sq.tk   tk 1/Œx.t k 1/CIk 1.x.t k 1//
 R tktk 1 Tq.tk   s/f .s;x.s/; .Hx/.s//ds; k D 2; : : : ;mC1:
For any  > 0, we shall show that Q1CQ2 has a fixed point on ˝r , which is a
solution of system (1.1). According to (3.1), together with (2.2) and (2.3), we have
ku.t/k  1

MkBkkP1.x.//k and kv.t/k  1

MkDkkP2.x.//k: (3.2)
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Using assumptions .H1/–.H5/, we get
kP 11 .x.//k  kx1kCkSq.t1/kk.x0 g.x//k
C
Z t1
0
kTq.t1  s/kkf .s;x.s/; .Hx/.s//kds
 kx1kCM.kx0kCkg.x/k/
CMt1
 k1kL1.I;RC/C rk2kL1.I;RC/CK1 rk3kL1.I;RC/
 kx1kCMkx0kCMˇkxkCMkg.0/k
CMt1
 k1kL1.I;RC/C rk2kL1.I;RC/CK1 rk3kL1.I;RC/
and, for k D 2; : : : ;mC1,
kP k1 .x.//k  kxkkCkSq.tk   tk 1/kŒkx.t k 1/kCkIk 1.x.t k 1//k
C
Z tk
tk 1
kTq.tk   s/kkf .s;x.s/; .Hx/.s//kds
 kxkkCM.kx.t k 1/kC eikxk/CM.tk   tk 1/
  k1kL1.I;RC/C rk2kL1.I;RC/CKk rk3kL1.I;RC/
 kxkkCM.kx.t k 1/kC rei /CM.tk   tk 1/
  k1kL1.I;RC/C rk2kL1.I;RC/CKk rk3kL1.I;RC/ :
Similarly, we get
kP k2 .x.//k  kxkkCM.kx.t k 1/kC rek 1/
CM.tk   tk 1/
 k1kL1.I;RC/C rk2kL1.I;RC/CKk rk3kL1.I;RC/ ;
k D 2; : : : ;mC1. For any x 2˝r , we obtain
k.Q1x/.t/C .Q2x/.t/k
M .kx0kCkg.x/k/
CMt1
 k1kL1.I;RC/C rk2kL1.I;RC/CK1 rk3kL1.I;RC/CkBkkuk
M.kx0kCˇrCkg.0/k/
CMt1.k1kL1.I;RC/C rk2kL1.I;RC/CK1 rk3kL1.I;RC/CkBkkuk/
for t 2 Œ0; t1, and
k.Q1x/.t/C .Q2x/.t/k
M  kx.t k 1/kC ek 1kxkCkDkkv.t k 1/kCM.tk   tk 1/
  k1kL1.I;RC/C rk2kL1.I;RC/CKk rk3kL1.I;RC/CkBkkuk
M.kx.t k 1/kC ek 1rCkDkkv.t k 1/kCM.tk   tk 1/
  k1kL1.I;RC/C rk2kL1.I;RC/CKk rk3kL1.I;RC/CkBkkuk
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for t 2 .tk 1; tk. By the inequalities (3.2), we can find 1; 2 > 0 such that
k.Q1x/.t/C .Q2x/.t/k 
(
1; t 2 Œ0; t1;
2; t 2 .tk 1; tk;k D 2; : : : ;mC1:
Hence, Q1xCQ2x is bounded. Now, let x;y 2˝r . We have
k.Q1x/.t/  .Q1y/.t/k  kSq.t/kkg.x/ g.y/k Mˇkx yk
for t 2 Œ0; t1 and
k.Q1x/.t/  .Q1y/.t/k
 kSq.t   tk 1/kŒkx.t k 1/ y.t k 1/kCkIk 1.x.t k 1// Ik 1.y.t k 1//k
M kx.t k 1/ y.t k 1/kCdk 1kx yk
for t 2 .tk 1; tk, k D 2; : : : ;mC 1. Since Mˇ < 1 and M.1C dk 1/ < 1, k D
2; : : : ;mC 1, it follows that Q1 is a contraction mapping. Let fxng be a sequence
in ˝r such that xn ! x 2 ˝r . Since f and g are continuous, i.e., for all  > 0,
there exists a positive integer n0, such that for n > n0 kf .s;xn.s/; .Hxn/.s// 
f .s;x.s/; .Hx/.s//k  and kg.xn/ g.x/k , the continuity of Ii .x/ on .ti ; tiC1
gives kIi .xn.t i // Ii .x.t i //k  , i D 1; : : : ;m. Now, for all t 2 Œ0; t1,
k.Q2xn/.t/  .Q2x/.t/k

Z t1
0
kTq.t   /kkBBT q .t1  /R.;	 t1t0;1/k
h
kSq.t1/.g.xn/ g.x//k
C
Z t1
0
kTq.t1  s/kf .s;xn.s/; .Hxn/.s// f .s;x.s/; .Hx/.s//kds
i
d
C
Z t1
0
kTq.t   s/kkf .s;xn.s/; .Hxn/.s// f .s;x.s/; .Hx/.s//kds
 

M 3kBk2t1.2t1C1/:
Moreover, for all t 2 .ti ; tiC1, i D 1; : : : ;m, one has
k.Q2xn/.t/  .Q2x/.t/k

Z t
ti
kTq.t   /kkBBT q .tiC1  /R.;	 tiC1ti ;1 /k


kSq.tiC1  ti /Œxn.t i / x.t i /CIi .xn.t i // Ii .x.t i //k
C
Z tiC1
ti
kTq.tiC1  s/kf .s;xn.s/; .Hxn/.s// f .s;x.s/; .Hx/.s//kds/

d
C
Z t
ti
kTq.t   s/kk.f .s;xn.s/; .Hxn/.s// f .s;x.s/; .Hx/.s//kds
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 2

M 3kBk2.tiC1  ti /.tiC1  ti C1/:
Therefore, Q2 is continuous. Next, we prove the compactness of Q2. For that, we
first show that the set f.Q2x/.t/ W x 2˝rg is relatively compact in PC.I;X/. By
the assumptions of our theorem, we have
k.Q2x/.t/k
Mt1.k1kL1.I;RC/C rk2kL1.I;RC/CK1 rk3kL1.I;RC/CkBkkuk/;
for t 2 Œ0; t1, and
k.Q2x/.t/k M.tk   tk 1/
  k1kL1.I;RC/C rk2kL1.I;RC/CKk rk3kL1.I;RC/CkBkkuk ;
for t 2 .tk 1; tk, which gives the uniformly boundedness of f.Q2x/.t/ W x 2˝rg.
We now show that Q2.˝r/ is equicontinuous. Functions f.Q2x/.t/ W x 2˝rg are
equicontinuous at t D 0. For any x 2˝r , if 0 < r1 < r2  t1, then
k.Q2x/.r2/  .Q2x/.r1/k

Z r1
0
kTq.r2  s/ Tq.r1  s/kŒkBu.s/kCkf .s;x.s/; .Hx/.s//kds
C
Z r2
r1
kTq.r2  s/kŒkBu.s/kCkf .s;x.s/; .Hx/.s//kds
 Œr1kTq.r2  s/ Tq.r1  s/kCM.r2  r1/
  kBkkukCk1kL1.I;RC/C rk2kL1.I;RC/CK1 rk3kL1.I;RC/ :
Similarly, if ti < r1 < r2  tiC1, then
k.Q2x/.r2/  .Q2x/.r1/k

Z r1
ti
kTq.r2  s/ Tq.r1  s/kŒkBu.s/kCkf .s;x.s/; .Hx/.s//kds
C
Z r2
r1
kTq.r2  s/kŒkBu.s/kCkf .s;x.s/; .Hx/.s//kds
 Œ.r1  ti /kTq.r2  s/ Tq.r1  s/kCM.r2  r1/
  kBkkukCk1kL1.I;RC/C rk2kL1.I;RC/CKiC1rk3kL1.I;RC/ :
From .H1/, it follows the continuity of operator Tq./ in the uniform operator to-
pology. Thus, the right hand side of the above inequality tends to zero as r2! r1.
Therefore, f.Q2x/.t/ W x 2˝rg is a family of equicontinuous functions. According
to the infinite dimensional version of the Ascoli–Arzela theorem, it remains to prove
that, for any t 2 Œ0;bn ft1; : : : ; tmg, the set V.t/ WD f.Q2x/.t/ W x 2˝rg is relatively
compact in PC.I;X/. The case t D 0 is trivial: V.0/ D f.Q2x/.0/ W x./ 2˝rg is
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compact in PC.I;X/. Let t 2 .0; t1 be a fixed real number and h be a given real
number satisfying 0 < h < t1. Define Vh.t/D
n
.Qh2x/.t/ W x 2˝r
o
,
.Qh2x/.t/D
Z t h
0
Tq.t   s/Bu.s/dsC
Z t h
0
Tq.t   s/f .s;x.s/; .Hx/.s//ds
D Tq.h/
Z t h
0
Tq.t   s h/Bu.s/ds
CTq.h/
Z t h
0
Tq.t   s h/f .s;x.s/; .Hx/.s//ds
D Tq.h/y1.t;h/:
We use same arguments, we fix t 2 .ti ; tiC1, and let h be a given real number satis-
fying ti < h < tiC1, we define Vh.t/D
n
.Qh2x/.t/ W x 2˝r
o
,
.Qh2x/.t/D
Z t h
ti
Tq.t   s/Bu.s/dsC
Z t h
ti
Tq.t   s/f .s;x.s/; .Hx/.s//ds
D Tq.h/
Z t h
ti
Tq.t   s h/Bu.s/ds
CTq.h/
Z t h
ti
Tq.t   s h/f .s;x.s/; .Hx/.s//ds
D Tq.h/y2.t;h/:
The compactness of Tq.h/ in PC.I;X/, together with the boundedness of both
y1.t;h/ and y2.t;h/ on ˝r , give the relativity compactness of the set Vh.t/ in
PC.I;X/. Moreover, for all t 2 Œ0; t1,
k.Q2x/.t/  .Qh2x/.t/k

Z t
t h
Tq.t   s/Bu.s/dsC
Z t
t h
Tq.t   s/f .s;x.s/; .Hx/.s//ds
 hM  kBkkukCk1kL1.I;RC/C rk2kL1.I;RC/CK1 rk3kL1.I;RC/ :
Also, for all t 2 .ti ; tiC1,
k.Q2x/.t/  .Qh2x/.t/k

Z t
t h
Tq.t   s/Bu.s/dsC
Z t
t h
Tq.t   s/f .s;x.s/; .Hx/.s//ds
 hM  kBkkukCk1kL1.I;RC/C rk2kL1.I;RC/CKiC1rk3kL1.I;RC/ :
Choose h small enough. It implies that there are relatively compact sets arbitrar-
ily close to the set V.t/ for each t 2 Œ0;b n ft1; : : : ; tmg. Then, V.t/, t 2 Œ0;b n
ft1; : : : ; tmg, is relatively compact in PC.I;X/. Since it is compact at t D 0, we
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have the relatively compactness of V.t/ in PC.I;X/ for all t 2 Œ0;b n ft1; : : : ; tmg.
Hence, by the Arzela–Ascoli theorem, we conclude that Q2 is compact. From
Lemma 2, we ensure that the control system (1.1) has at least one mild solution
on t 2 Œ0;bn ft1; : : : ; tmg. 
4. APPROXIMATE CONTROLLABILITY
In this section, with help of the obtained existence theorem of mild solutions, we
show an approximate controllability result for system (1.1).
Theorem 2. If (H1)–(H5) are satisfied and R.;	 tktk 1;i /! 0 in the strong op-
erator topology as ! 0C, i D 1;2, then the impulsive non-local fractional control
system (1.1) is approximately controllable on t 2 Œ0;bn ft1; : : : ; tmg.
Proof. According to Theorem 1, Q1 CQ2 has a fixed point in ˝r for any  > 0.
This implies that there exists x 2 .Q1 CQ2 /.x/ such that
x.t/D
8ˆˆˆˆ
ˆˆ<ˆ
ˆˆˆˆˆ:
Sq.t/.x0 g.x//
CR t0 Tq.t   s/Œf .s;x.s/; .Hx/.s//CBu.s/ds; t 2 Œ0; t1;
Sq.t   tk 1/Œx.t k 1/CIk 1

.x.t 
k 1//CDv.t k 1/
CR ttk 1 Tq.t   s/Œf .s;x.s/; .Hx/.s//CBu.s/ds; t 2 .tk 1; tk;
where for t 2 Œ0; t1 we have
u D BT q .t1  t /R.;	 t10;1/

x1 Sq.t1/.x0 g.x//
 
Z t1
0
Tq.t1  s/f .s;x.s/; .Hx/.s//ds

while for k D 2; : : : ;mC1
u
D BT q .tk   t /R.;	 tktk 1;1/

xk  Sq.tk   tk 1/Œx.t k 1/CIk 1

.x.t k 1//
 
Z tk
tk 1
Tq.tk   s/f .s;x.s/; .Hx/.s//ds

and
v DDSq .tk   tk 1/R.;	 tktk 1;2/


xk  Sq.tk   tk 1/Œx.t k 1/CIk 1

.x.t k 1//
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 
Z tk
tk 1
Tq.tk   s/f .s;x.s/; .Hx/.s//ds

:
Furthermore,
x.t1/D Sq.t1/.x0 g.x//
C
Z t1
0
Tq.t1  s/Œf .s;x.s/; .Hx/.s//CBu.s/ds;
x.tk/D Sq.tk   tk 1/Œx.t k 1/CIk 1

.x.t k 1//CDv.t k 1/
C
Z tk
tk 1
Tq.tk   s/Œf .s;x.s/; .Hx/.s//CBu.s/ds;
k D 2; : : : ;mC1, with
xt1  x.t1/D x1 	 t10;1R.;	 t10;1/

x1 Sq.t1/.x0 g.x//
 
Z t1
0
Tq.t1  s/f .s;x.s/; .Hx/.s//ds

 Sq.t1/.x0 g.x// 
Z t1
0
Tq.t1  s/f .s;x.s/; .Hx/.s//ds;
xtk  x.tk/D xk  	 tkk 1;2R.;	 tkk 1;2/


xk  Sq.tk   tk 1/
h
x.t k 1/CIk 1

.x.t k 1//
i
 
Z tk
tk 1
Tq.tk   s/f 

s;x.s/; .Hx/.s/

ds

 Sq.tk   tk 1/
h
x.t k 1/CIk 1

.x.t k 1//
i
 
Z tk
tk 1
Tq.tk   s/f 

s;x.s/; .Hx/.s/

ds
 	 tk
k 1;1R.;	
tk
k 1;1/

xk  Sq.tk   tk 1/
h
x.t k 1/CIk 1

.x.t k 1//
i
 
Z tk
tk 1
Tq.tk   s/f 

s;x.s/; .Hx/.s/

ds

; k D 2; : : : ;mC1:
From (2.3) we have I  	 tktk 1;iR

;	
tk
tk 1;i

D R

;	
tk
tk 1;i

, i D 1;2, and
xt1  x.t1/D R

;	
t1
0;1

x1 Sq.t1/.x0 g.x//
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 
Z t1
0
Tq.t1  s/f .s;x.s/; .Hx/.s//ds

; (4.1)
xtk  x.tk/D 
h
R

;	
tk
k 1;1

CR

;	
tk
k 1;2
i


xk  Sq.tk   tk 1/
h
x.t k 1/CIk 1

.x.t k 1//
i
 
Z tk
tk 1
Tq.tk   s/f .s;x.s/; .Hx/.s//ds

; k D 2; : : : ;mC1: (4.2)
Since compactness of both Sq.t/t>0 and Tq.t/t>0 hold, and also boundedness of
f

, g and Ik 1

, we can use on (4.1)–(4.2) the fact that R.;	 tktk 1;i /! 0 in the
strong operator topology as ! 0C, i D 1;2. This gives kxtk   x.tk/k˛ ! 0 as
! 0C, i D 1;2. Hence, the impulsive non-local fractional control system (1.1) is
approximately controllable on t 2 Œ0;bn ft1; : : : ; tmg. 
5. OPTIMALITY
Let Y be a separable reflexive Banach space and wf .Y / represent a class of non-
empty, closed and convex subsets of Y . The multifunction w W I  !wf .Y / is meas-
urable and w./E, where E is a bounded set of Y . We give the admissible control
set as follows:
Uad D
˚
.u;v/ 2 L1.E/L1.E/ju.t/;v.t/ 2 w.t/ a:e:	¤¿:
Consider the following impulsive nonlocal fractional control system:8<:
CD
q
t x.t/D Ax.t/Cf .t;x.t/; .Hx/.t//CBu.t/; t 2 .0;bn ft1; t2; : : : ; tmg;
x.0/Cg.x/D x0 2X;
4x.ti /D Ii .x.t i //CDv.t i /; i D 1;2; : : : ;m; .u;v/ 2 Uad ;
(5.1)
where B;D 2 L1.I;L.Y;X//. It is clear that Bu;Dv 2 L1.I;X/ for all .u;v/ 2
Uad . Let xu;v be a mild solution of system (5.1) corresponding to controls .u;v/ 2
Uad . We consider the Bolza problem .BP /: find an optimal triplet .x0;u0;v0/ 2
PC.I;X/Uad such that J.x0;u0;v0/ J.xu;v;u;v/, for all .u;v/ 2 Uad , where
J.xu;v;u;v/D
mC1X
iD1

˚.xu;v.ti //C
Z ti
ti 1
L.t;xu;v.t/;u.t/;v.t//dt

;
i D 1; : : : ;mC1. The following extra assumptions are needed:
(H6) The functional L W I X Y 2! R[f1g is Borel measurable.
(H7) L.t; ; ; / is sequentially lower semi-continuous on X Y 2, a.e. on I .
(H8) L.t; ; / is convex on Y 2 for each x 2X and almost all t 2 I .
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(H9) There is a non-negative function ' 2 L1.I;R/ and c1; c2; c3  0 such that
L.t;x;u;v/ '.t/C c1kxkC c2kukpY C c3kvkpY .
(H10) The functional ˚ WX ! R is continuous and non-negative.
Theorem 3. If (H6)–(H10) hold together with the assumptions of Theorem 1,
then the Bolza problem .BP / admits at least one optimal triplet on PC Uad .
Proof. Assume inffJ.xu;v;u;v/j.u;v/ 2 Uad g D ı <C1. From (H6)–(H10),
J.xu;v;u;v/

mC1X
iD1

˚.xu;v.ti //C
Z ti
ti 1
˚
'.t/C c1kx.t/kC c2ku.t/kpY C c3kv.t/kpY
	
dt

   >  1; i D 1; : : : ;mC1:
Here,  is a positive constant, i.e., ı    >  1. By the definition of infimum,
there exists a minimizing sequence of feasible triplets f.xn;un;vn/g Aad , where
Aad f.x;u;v/j x is a mild solution of system (5.1) corresponding to .u;v/2Uad g,
such that J.xn;un;vn/! ı as m! C1. As f.un;vn/g  Uad and fun;vng is
bounded inL1.I;Y /, then there exists a subsequence, still denoted by f.un;vn/g, and
u0;v0 2 L1.I;Y /, such that .un;vn/ weakly ! .u0;v0/ in L1.I;Y /L1.I;Y /. Since
the admissible control set Uad is convex and closed, by Marzur lemma, we have
.u0;v0/ 2 Uad . Suppose that xn is a mild solution of system (5.1), corresponding to
un and vn, that satisfies
xn.t/D Sq.t/.x0 g.xn//C
Z t
0
Tq.t   s/.f .s;xn.s/; .Hxn/.s//CBun.s//ds;
for t 2 Œ0; t1, and
xn.t/D Sq.t   ti /Œxn.t i /CIi .xn.t i //CDvn.t i /
C
Z t
ti
Tq.t   s/Œf .s;xn.s/; .Hxn/.s//CBun.s/ds
for t 2 .ti ; tiC1, i D 1; : : : ;m. From (H2), the non-linear function f is bounded and
continuous. Then, there exists a subsequence (with the same notation)
ff .s;xn; .Hxn/.s//g and f .s;x0; .Hx0/.s//2L1.I;X/ such that f .s;xn; .Hxn/.s//
converges weakly to f .s;x0; .Hx0/.s//. Also, the same arguments on (H3) and (H5)
yield other weak convergences of g.xn/ and Ii .xn/ to g.x0/ and Ii .x0/, respectively.
Let us denote
.P1x/.t/DSq.t/g.x/C
Z t
0
Tq.t s/.f .s;x.s/; .Hx/.s//CBu.s//ds; t 2 Œ0; t1;
.P2x/.t/D Sq.t   ti /Œx.t i /CIi .x.t i //CDv.t i /
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C
Z t
ti
Tq.t   s/Œf .s;x.s/; .Hx/.s//CBu.s/ds; t 2 .ti , tiC1; i D 1; : : : ;m:
Obviously, .P1x/.t/ and .P2x/.t/ are strongly continuous operators. Thus, .P1xn/.t/
and .P2xn/.t/ strongly converge to .P1x/.t/ and .P2x/.t/, respectively. Next, we
consider the system
x0.t/D Sq.t/.x0 g.x0//C
Z t
0
Tq.t   s/.f .s;x0.s/; .Hx0/.s//CBu0.s//ds;
t 2 Œ0; t1, and
x0.t/D Sq.t   ti /Œx0.t i /CIi .x0.t i //CDv0.t i /
C
Z t
ti
Tq.t   s/Œf .s;x0.s/; .Hx0/.s//CBu0.s/ds;
t 2 .ti ; tiC1, i D 1; : : : ;m. It is not difficult to check that kxn.t/  x0.t/k ! 0 as
n!1. Therefore, we can infer that xn strongly converges to x0 in PC.I;X/ as
n!1. From assumptions (H6)–(H10) and Balder’s theorem, we get
D lim
n!1
mC1X
iD1

˚.xn.ti //C
Z ti
ti 1
L.t;xn.t/;un.t/;vn.t//dt


mC1X
iD1

˚.x0.ti //C
Z ti
ti 1
L.t;x0.t/;u0.t/;v0.t//dt

D J.x0;u0;v0/ ; i D 1; : : : ;mC1;
which implies that J attains its minimum at .x0;u0;v0/ 2 PC.I;X/Uad . 
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